Welcome to the 18th Northern Classic Sale

Welcome to the 18th Annual Northern Classic Bull sale. As we enter another bull sale its really hard to believe a year has come and gone so quickly.
2020 was a year for the record books and one that I’m sure everyone just wants to put behind them. Haying, silaging seen some very good crops in
our area with the grain harvest having good quality grain taken off with yields varying from poor to excellent. 2020 the cattle markets remained
strong for the most part with some up and downs. The bred market seen some really good prices throughout Western Canada. One thing for sure
is the market really had a demand for exotic cross calves which were bringing a premium especially on the bigger calves. The importance of performance in our calves remains strong while maintaining calving ease and maternal traits to get us there. Alberta continues to be a leader in the
beef industry with its products being some of the most sought after world wide.
Both programs have stayed very committed to the cattle industry, always searching for new genetics to advance our programs to the next level
through purchasing top end walking bulls or buying semen packs from some of the most sought after genetics in the cattle industry. We are constantly working on putting the best possible cow herd together to raise the best possible set of bulls for you, our customers. Both programs are
family based operations where everyone is involved in the farm and fill important roles.
We continue to offer the payment plan with half down sale day and the other half due November 1st 2021. We continue to offer free delivery in
the Peace region and do our utmost to get them delivered right to your farm. There is also multi bull discount when you purchase 3 bulls from one
farm. We continue to offer sight unseen purchases and work very closely with you to find a bull that will meet your needs. Both farms guarantee
our bulls so if a problem arises with your purchase, please contact us immediately so we can work with you to solve the problem. If you are not
happy then neither are we.
This years bull pen is one of the strongest set we have brought to town yet. Breed leading genetics obtained by using exclusive semen packs, top
end walking herd bulls and extensive embryo work that will be the first to be offered in the Peace Country. This year we have on offer Fullbloods,
Red and Black Simmental bulls along with a group of Charolais bulls.
The offering has an excellent blend of calving ease bulls, performance bulls or bulls that are very highly maternal, or a combination of all. There
should be a bull to meet all your needs right here at the Northern Classic Bull Sale March 12, 2021.

Jaydawn Farms & Willow Creek Simmentals

Welcome from Bohrson Marketing Services

The Northern Classic Bull Sale is now into its 18th year and is one of the strongest Simmental & Charolais Bull Sales in Northern Alberta. The
72 bulls on offer are selected from 2 progressive programs that are always sourcing the best genetics in the business. The cattle are strong but the
people backing them are even better and we whole-heartedly enjoy working these 2 awesome families as they are amongst some of the best in the
business. There are a lot of good cattle in the world but when you can also source them from hard-working, integrity-driven, family-oriented people
like the McQuaig’s & Klassen’s, it makes it enjoyable to buy your next herd bull in the Northern Classic.
Both programs have a very proactive approach to purchase and produce the best cattle in the industry. They always step up and acquire the breeds
best herd sires and replacement females in order for you to invest into their programs knowing you are getting the very best genetics these breeds
have to offer. The cowherds behind this set up bulls are what we feel makes these bulls so valuable as they are the high production type that continually raise scale crushing calves that will advance your bottomline. They have a large and strong cross section of calving ease sires as well that
are suited for the heifer pen and will decrease birthweight on your cowherd, no matter what you seek, this sale has it on offer.
These Simmental & Charolais bulls on offer are worth the trip into town to view and we are confident it is the best set to date. They are always
going the extra mile for their customers and don’t forget about the payment program with 1/2 on sale day and 1/2 on November 1st, 2021. We enjoy
the trip up to see these programs in the summer time and again in January and look forward to visiting with you more on sale day. We are very
familiar with their herds and if we can be of assistance come sale day, feel free to contact us and we will represent you in a professional manner but
we are hoping you join us for some great hospitality at the 18th Annual Northern Classic Bull Sale!

The Bohrson Marketing Team

Welcome from Bouchard International
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Welcome to the 2021 edition of the Northern Classic Bull Sale. I have been involved in this event since day one and the progress
of these programs is incredible. A couple of things that haven’t changed is their love and commitment to agriculture and family.
These two families put as much work and effort to move their individual livestock operations ahead as anyone in the purebred cattle
business. It doesn’t matter whether family members have off farm jobs or not they spare no amount of effort to help out around the
Northern Classic Sale. Both Jaydawn and Willow Creek work tirelessly to find the best walking herd bulls available and source
top genetics to utilize in their AI programs. I urge you to call the McQuaig’s and or Klassen’s to discuss your bull needs. In these
challenging times stop at the farm’s ahead and go through the bulls or come early to Evergreen Park and evaluate the bulls on offer.
Call myself or any of the capable sale staff that can be of assistance and the sale will be carried by DLMS as well. I hope to visit with
you before or at Evergreen Park on Friday March 12, 2021.

Brian Bouchard

Sale Day Information
SALE DAY PHONES
Jason McQuaig			780.933.5530
Mike Klassen			780.832.7343
Colby Klassen			780.832.6714
Scott Bohrson, BMS		
403.370.3010
Brian Bouchard, BLI		
403.813.7999
AUCTIONEER
Ryan Dorran			403.507.6483
RINGMEN
Dory Gerrard			403.302.1016
Glen Fells 			
780.518.5573
Dallas Fells			
780.831.7847
ONLINE BIDDING
DLMS - Mark Shologan 780.699.5082
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES
Marlin LeBlanc			
CSA President
Kyle Ashworth			
SSA President
Ben Farrant			
ASA President

HEIFER APPROVED
Throughout the catalogue you will see bulls pointed out as individuals that could be used on heifers with minimal or no calving
troubles.
IN-HERD USE SEMEN RIGHTS
We reserve the right to collect semen on any bull in the sale for
in-herd use only. If you have any questions please contact us.
MULTIPLE PURCHASE DISCOUNT
Volume discounts on three bulls purchased from JayDawn Farms
or Willow Creek Simmentals triggers a 5% discount. Muyst be
three bulls from one farm to trigger this discount.
BULL DEVELOPMENT OPTION
The Northern Classic consignors will keep the bulls free of charge
until the early part of April. Bull buyers need to insure the bulls
while cared for by the consignor.
DELIVERY - OPTION A
Bulls can be picked up at Evergreen Park on sale day and a $100
discount will be deducted from purchased price.

INSURANCE
Crossfield Agencies
Cassie Dorran			403.586.1699
Bulls that return to the farm must carry insurance.

DELIVERY - OPTION B
At the buyers option and risk the bull can return home and be
delivered anywhere in the Peace Region and to central locations
free of charge. Anywhere outside of this will be shared costs of
the buyer and seller. We will do our utmost to deliver them right
PAYMENT TERMS
to your yard. We will start delivery shortly after the date of the
Pay 1/2 on sale day and the balance is due on November 1st with sale on our schedule so please have a spot ready for your bull as
postdated cheque. Bulls become the risk of the purchaser as soon we try to make full trailer loads when delivering.
as they are sold and must carry insurane to qualify for Terms.
All bulls must have their registration papers transferred to same DELIVERY - OPTION C
owner.
Bulls can rreturn to JayDawn or Willow Creek and be picked up
at any time prior to April 1 at the buyer’s convenience.
HEALTH & FERTILITY
All bulls will be scrotal measured and vet examined. All bulls over SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASE PROGRAM
12 months of age will be semen tested. All bulls were treated with We still offer the personal touch given, as when our bulls were
Ivomec and such products and have received all of their vaccina- sold on the farm. Contact us and we will personally go over the
tions. Contact seller for details on programs.
bulls, your program and your needs. If you are not able to attend
the sale, we will recommend you to contact one of the sales staff,
100% GUARANTEE
who will represent your needs in a professional and confidential
All bulls are guaranteed to be satisfactory breeders in accordance manner.
with CSA and CCA guidelines. Should a problem occur barring
injury or mismanagement, a bull of equal value will be provided EPD EXPLAINATION
or a credit will be issued towards the purchase of another bull. EPDs are “Expected Progeny Differences”. They are a useful
We guarantee you will have a bull to service your cows.
tool in selection. EPD incorporate the individual animal with
it’s ancestry performance. EPDs do not compare across cattle
HEATED SALES BARN
breeds. They are individual based per breed. EPDs indicate a
Attend the Northern Classic and take advantage of the sale, the probable variance aboce or below breed average for that trait for
4-H show and all the festivites involved with the trade show. Re- a given bull’s progeny. The accuracy of EPDs for calendar year
member to show your catalogue at the gate in order to park next bull calves is generally about 20% (one out of five times) so use it
to the Drysdale Centre.
cautiously. One of several selection tools.
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Cattle will sell under the standard Bouchard Livestock Terms
and Conditions posted on the inside back cover of this catatlogue.
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Direrctions to Evergreen Park

JAYDAWN FARMS

Welcome from JayDawn Farms
On behalf of the crew at JayDawn I would like to Welcome you to the 18th
Annual Northern Classic bull sale which will be held at Evergreen Park in
Grande Prairie in the Drysdale building on Friday March 12th at 1 pm. Although the rest of the trade show is cancelled due to the current Covid situation we plan to carry on as normal as possible with the bull sale. All safety
precautions will be in place, with the large heated building we will be able to
supply enough room and viewing of cattle safely prior to and during the sale.
If you don’t feel comfortable coming to the sale you can view the cattle on farm
anytime, or in the Drysdale building starting Thursday morning through till
the sale. Online bidding is available through DLMS, videos of bulls are on
Cattlevids and we also have sale staff that is available to help you in a confidential manner with bidding on the phone if you cannot make the sale.
This past year has been a real blur for me as I try to wrap my head around
with everything that has happened. One thing for sure is that the agricultural
industry has had somewhat of normalcy to it, the cows still need fed, calves
are born processed weaned and put on feed, the seed still needs to go in the
ground and harvesting still needs to be done. When you put it like that maybe
we are the lucky ones as we were already self quarantined and have the biggest playground out there for all of us during these times.
For those that we have not met JayDawn is a family based operation located
in Teepee Creek, just North East of Grande Prairie. The farm was started by
my parents Donald and Patsy, mom still lives on the main farm and spoils us
with cooking dinners whenever she can and running us back and forth to the
field. She will be turning 80 a week after the bull sale and we look forward
to celebrating with her. Our kids Jordan, Kristopher and Darcie all have full
time jobs off the farm but still come and help out whenever they can and we
look forward to them to taking on bigger roles within the farm.
2020 ended of with some really exciting news for us at JayDawn as we welcomed our 3rd grandson Korbyn into the family in November. Jordan and
Brittany are in full swing now with 3 little ones taking up a lot of their time.
These grandchildren really bring us a lot of laughs and enjoyment as time
presses on. Wyatt who is now 4 and Rylee who is 2 are at a real fun age and
we love watching them grow, spoil them when we can.
We run a mixed cattle and grain operation with our main focus on the purebred cattle. The cattle consist of mainly purebred Simmental and Charolais
cows with a few commercial cows that we have been using in the embryo program. We also look after a few commercial cows for Lorrie and Corey Beck ,
close friends and neighbors to us. We use an extensive ai program for 30 days
and then turn the cows into their appropriate breeding groups. We run the
best possible walking herdbulls that we can find with the cows and heifers and
spare no expense in getting them if we feel it’s the one to take our program to
the next level. Our cows are expected to calve easy, re breed and bring in big
calves in the fall. What we do today affects us for many years down the road so
if something doesn’t work we get rid of it no matter the cost. Our community
that we live in Teepee Creek it is one of the best communities to live in, we
have lots of great neighbors and friends that you can call upon anytime and
they will come and help in a minutes notice.
We really would like to thank all of our customers who have supported us
over the years and look forward to continuing business with you. We look
forward to meeting new customers as well. We are very committed to the
cattle industry. We know that everything we do will sometimes not work out
and we just need to cut our losses no matter what. We strive to raise the best
product possible both purebred and commercial and are very proud of what
we do at JayDawn. If you have any troubles with a purchase from JayDawn
Farms contact me immediately and we will get the problem resolved. Our
motto is simple “If you are not happy then neither are we!” We look forward
to working with our past customers and meeting new ones as well. If you have
any questions about our program call or stop in anytime the coffee is always
on and we will gladly discuss our program with you.
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Bentley has proven himself to be a great
investment here at JayDawn. Never before have
we used a bull that was so consistent with his
calving ease and birth weights with no extremes.
His calves grew well and are the right kind. They
are soft made and very correct in their makeup
with a ton of hair. The dispositions are really
good on them. Bentley himself is maturing very
nicely and has remained very stout made. He
is very moderate and super long, he is easy to
handle and is a pleasure to have around. Check
out the sons on offer definitely consistency in his
calf crop, we are really excited to get the heifer
calves into production as they are developing
very nicely.
Thanks to these progressive breeders who
bought semen in the New Years Resolution Sale
this year.
Cody Coupland
Blair Williamson
Mark Lyseng
Linus Clark
Tim Davey
Adrian Rehorst
Kelly Waltz
Martin Brosseau
Trevor Hiltz
Crestview Land & Cattle
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This Bentley son has been a favourite right from
day one. He is moderate made and comes from
one of our favourite cow families on the farm.
His dam 362A has a perfect udder and perfect
feet, she has calved in the first cycle every year
always bringing in a top calf come fall. Her
dam 74S was sold last fall due to a hip injury
at the age of 14 was also a top producer here at
Jaydawn that had a perfect udder the day we
sold her. Two sisters from 362A are in the herd
with a maternal brother selling in our 2017 sale
to one of the top commercial programs in the
Peace country Darren Hawkes . This black
baldy will be easy to find sale day, a bull that
will calve very easy, calves that grow well and
replacements you can’t get enough of.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 40D
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JAYDAWN FARMS

Here is a Bentley son that is very soggy and
soft made. Moderate in stature and very well
put together, he to has also been a pen favourite
from an early age. Correct in his make up with
lots of hair this bull will work on a variety of
programs. 407B his dam is stems from the
Dakota cow family who is known for their high
milk production and fertility here at JayDawn.
She is sired by a bull that we used for calving
ease in the heifer pen, these Odin daughters are
all top end producers. Odin was one of the most
consistent calving ease sires that we used here
and left us with a tremendous set of replacement
females that are around for the long haul.

Sire :: IPU Bentley 81F

2
23H is a Black Baldy bull that will be easy to
find sale day. Moderate stout made and very well
put together. His dam 705E is proving her worth
early here at JayDawn with producing back
to back top end bulls in her first two years of
production, she is moderate made with a ton of
milk. She has proven that she can produce with
the mature cow herd. This Bentley son stems
from the Katrina Cow family that originated
from the KimLake cow herd. The granddam
7X is still in production who raised one of our
top Bentley heifers in the replacement pen in
2020. 7X still has a perfect udder, really good
feet under her and is one of those cows that we
have never had to fuss with. Longevity, fertility
and production line this pedigree through and
through. Maternal brother sold in last years sale
to Dave Zacharias of Hines Creek.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 39G
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Here is another Bentley son that is out of a Odin daughter. 18H is a
longer taller made Bentley son that is super smooth made. Out of 428B
who again has perfect teat size to her udder and excellent feet. These
Odin daughters are just flat out good, moderate made and sound to the
ground. This Baldy bull will give you a set of calves that are born super
easy and grow well, this bull ranks in the top 15% for both weaning and
yearling weights.
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Long, smooth yet stout made, 19H is one of the bigger Bentley sons
on offer. Again he ranks in the top 15% for both weaning and yearling
weights without sacrificing the calving ease factor. Study the pedigree,
again out of a Odin daughter that is probably my favourite Odin
daughter. 460B is stout moderate made with a perfect udder. She is a
black baldy female that always gets picked out on pasture tours. This bull
does have two small white socks on his back feet which probably stems
back to the fullbloods in his pedigree on the dams side originating from
the program of Four L Simmentals. 460B had a full sister in January that
won’t be leaving the farm.

6
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21H is out of Paige 195Y, a large volume black blaze faced cow that has a
perfect udder and a ton of milk. She is sired by the PRL Unlimited fleck bull
that left us with such sound functional females that are still in production
at JayDawn. 195Y has been a bull producer with sons working in some of
the top herds in the Peace Country, Dan & Kerry Lange, Jim Peel, Bud
Coates, Peter Borgel and Codan Livestock, I wish she give me a heifer.
Take note this bull ranks very high in weaning , yearling and milk EPD’s
within the breed. This long smooth made bull again is a little larger framed
bull that will increase your weaning weights without sacrificing calving
ease. Keep his females as they will be some of your top end replacements.

JAYDAWN FARMS
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Here is a real cool made Bentley son that is very well put together in his
design. Super long made on a moderate stout made frame with a real
clean front end. This Baldy bull is out of 477B another Odin daughter
that stems back to the KimLake cowherd. The Odin daughters are
moderate made and big on production. These Bentley sons will give you
peace of mind at calving and a calf crop proud to take to town in the fall.
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Here is a bull that could have easily started the Bentley sire group. Study
his pedigree it stems back to the great Pepsi 61U cow on the dam side. A
cow that you will find in many many pedigrees in the simmental industry.
49H dam is an embryo cow from the 61U and Riddler bull, a mating that
really clicked on both the females and the bulls. 624D is a larger framed
good footed cow with a good udder and a disposition second to none.
Take a look at 49H weaning and yearling EPD’s, ranks within top 1%
for both within the breed. This bull is smooth made on a moderate frame
with a good hair coat. He will work in just about any program.
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We did get a couple red calves out of Bentley and Black cows as Bentley
himself is hetro black. This red blaze face bull is as stout as they come.
Very moderate made and lots of hair. He stems from the Heidi cow family
that are known for their milk production and easy going dispositions.
Top 3% for weaning and top 10% for yearling. This bull will work on a
variety of programs.
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6H has been one of those bulls that has stood out
right from day 1. This bull is stout made with a
ton of middle very similar to his sire Budha. He
is moderate in frame size and carries some extra
length to him. 6H has a full sister that is going
to calve soon and she is a very tanky made bred
heifer dropping a beautiful udder. His dam had
another full sister born in January and already
she’s one you pick out when you go in the pen.
The Kandi cow family is known for high milk
production with superior udders and their gentle
disposition. He ranks in the top 10% for weaning
and top 5% for yearling weight within the breed.
Look for 6H to sire excellent steers and heifers
that will be at the top of your calf crop.

Sire :: CMS Budha 707E
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48H is out of 443B a cow that stems out of our
embryo program and out of the great 502R
Rebecca cow who is a pillar in our red program
and is still in production at the age of 16 this
year. Her feet have never been touched and he
udder is still really good. 443B herself is a large
volume cow with really good feet and udder
as well. The mating with Budha is a good one
producing this performance made bull with a ton
of hair. He is very soggy made and has a ton of
middle to him. 443B calved in January again to
Budha this time giving us a heifer calf that won’t
be leaving the farm. Study 48H EPD’s they rank
very well among the breed, this bull will sire
you really good steers and heifers that will make
awesome replacements.

Dam’s Sire :: KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z
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JAYDAWN FARMS

41H is a red blaze version of the Budha’s that
has been a pen favourite right from day one.
Very moderate and soggy made. This bull is
very well put together and is just the right
type. Comes from the Paige cow family that
have been top end producers for us. Excellent
feet and excellent udders back this cow family
through and through. His cow family are all very
easy keeper’s and always bring in a top end calf
every year. These Budha son’s rank very high
on weaning and yearling weights. 415B had a
full brother to 41H in January that already has
that look to him. Maternal brother to 41H sold
to excellent program of Pemlock Simmentals in
our 2018 sale.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 2E
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20H is another moderate stout made son of
Budha. These Budha sons are all so similar in
type and build. He is out of a solid producing
Buckeye cow that is a really good milker and
has really good feet. Fertility is high in this cow
family always calving in the first cycle. 244Z is
a bull making machine and has had many sons
sell through the Northern Classic bull sale over
the years to some the of best Ranches in the
Peace Country. 2015 Hollingworth Ranch,2016
Randy Pockett, 2017 Diamond K Farms and
2018 Balisky Farms. She has a bred heifer set
to calve in January that has a beautiful udder
developing. These Budha son’s will calve easy
and give you calves that you are proud to take
to town.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 15E
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Here is a little larger framed son of Budha, long and super smooth made
this bull will add a little frame to his calves without giving up thickness.
His young dam has real nice tidy udder she goes back to the 954W
cow who is a fleck influenced cow that has a ton of milk and is still in
production. This bull ranks very well on his EPD’s for weaning, yearling
and maternal milk. If its keeping replacements you are after then look
to 37H.
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Here is a bull that stems back to the KimLake program, we purchased
his granddam at the dispersal sale, 658S just went to town in December,
she would have been 15 this January. She had a perfect udder and feet
right to the end and was a real good producer. Longevity, good udders
and feet is what this cow family is known for. 43H will add some stretch
and performance to his calves without sacrificing calving ease.

16
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39H is a moderate long made son of Budha that has an interesting pedigree
on the dam side. Out of a Buckeye cow that has been a good producer that
stems back to a Full Fleck cow 39X who has a perfect udder with a ton
of milk who calved again in January. Fertility, good feet and udders all
the way through this cow family. He ranks in the top 15% for milk within
the breed, he should give you awesome replacement females that will be
around for the long haul. Maternal brother sold last year one of the Peace
countries top cattle producers Ricky Leger.

JAYDAWN FARMS
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77H very well could have led of the Budha sire group, a bull that is really
developing nicely. Look at his birth date February 21, yet he stands
right in there with the older bulls in the pen. A typical stout made son of
Budha and out of a no miss Gunner female that has a real nice udder. She
has 3 daughters working in the herd and we sold a real good son to the
excellent commercial program in last years sale to Dean Erno.
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Here is a black Budha son and out of one of the embryo Pepsi / Riddler
females 628D. 628D is a medium framed female with a real nice tidy
udder with perfect teat size. This Budha son is stamped the same as his
red brothers, stout made on a moderate frame. Check out his ranking for
weaning and yearling weights within the breed both at the top 2%. This
black baldy will work on just about any type of program.
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55H is a super soft soggy made son of Budha with a ton of hair. These
Budha sons are very consistent in their type. 55H is long made and stout
when you get behind him. The dam to 55H is a real good Enticer who has
been a solid producer for us. The Fortune cow family have all been solid
black,all have really good udders with the perfect teat size. This bull will
work in a variety of programs.
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These next three bulls are embryo calves from
the mating of Missile and Zenyetta. To date we
have had 8 calves born from this flush. The bulls
are all stamped the same, stout made with extra
performance. The heifers are developing into
broody females with all the makings to be great
momma cows as we are calving out the sisters
this January. They have really nice udders and
are great mothers. The Zenyetta cow herself is
a large volume female with really good feet and
udder. She clicks with whatever she is mated to
and is a bull making machine with sons being
sold into some of the top commercial programs
in the province. Ten Bar cattle has bought 3 sons
from this cow in 2013,2015 & 2018, AB Farms
in 2016, Melburn Holdings 2020 and Nicklason
Stock Farms 2020, along with a female selling to
Albrecht Farms in 2019.
These two red sons are both stamped the same,
extra frame and stout made. They will give you
extra pounds at weaning and females that you
will want to keep.
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Sire :: MRL Missile 138C

Maternal Brother :: JDFK 9G

21
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Maternal Brother :: JDFK 55B
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JAYDAWN FARMS

5H is the black version from the flush of
Zenyetta and Missile. Stamped just like his
other flush mates he is very stout made with a
little extra frame. He will produce calves with
extra performance and females that you will
want to put back into your herd. 5H granddam
74s was an excellent producer for us and had a
perfect udder right till the day we sold her due
to a hip injury. Buy anyone of these embryo sons
you won’t be disappointed.

Maternal Brother :: JDFK 50E
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Here is an own son of the Red Mountain bull
that has left a lot of really good progeny in the
Simmental industry. A bull that combines calving
ease, performance and maternal traits all into
one. The mating with 636D an El Tigre daughter
has proven to be a good one. This stout moderate
made bull can be used in a variety of programs
and will produce calves that are born easy, grow
well and give you excellent replacements. 636D
is a young female that is moderate made with a
perfect udder. A maternal brother sold in last
years sale to Patrick Stark who runs an excellent
commercial program right down the road from
us. Buy this bull with confidence he will work.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 42G
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15H is a moderate long made bull that has a
stacked pedigree behind him. His sire Capone
stems from the great McMillen Ranching
herd and is widely used across the Simmental
industry with great success. On the dam’s side
Red Mountain a bull that was raised by another
great breeder Ashworth Farm & Ranch, a bull
that injected a lot of great females into the
industry. 15H dam is small in stature and is big
on production. She has a perfect udder and is
backed with cow families that are very fertile
and have excellent feet. This bull will work in
just about any type of program.

Sire :: MRL Capone 130B
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Here is the only Brooks son that we have to
offer this year as we used up the last of semen
that we had. This mating has worked very well
for us producing stout thick made off spring
that are built to last. A full brother sold to one
of the best cattle operations around in 2019
to Balisky Farms, a full sister is set to calve in
2021 and looks to be the right type. His dam is
moderate and stems back to the 16X cow who
is in our donor program where we have had a
lot of success with. This bull will calve easy and
produce stout made offspring.

Full Brother :: JDF 44F
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We dug bank into the ai tank a ways and ai’d some cows to the old
gunner bull himself hoping to produce some more females. Gunner was
a high seller we purchased a number of years ago from Double Bar D.
He had a huge impact on our herd giving us some outstanding females.
They have superior udders and excellent feet. They always calved in the
first cycle and had really good calves in the fall. The bulls are excellent
too, 2H is long and smooth made. Proven genetics here.
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Here is a direct son of LFE Night Hawk,a bull that worked so well for
us on first calf heifers for calving ease. They are born super easy, lots of
vigor are up quick and really grow. Night Hawk adds lots of hair to his
progeny. The dam to 65H is a young VooDoo female with really nice feet
under her. She stems from the Fortune cow family that has been around
a long time at JayDawn. If you are looking for a calving ease bull to use
then look to 65H he won’t disappoint you.
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69H’s sire is Osirus, a VooDoo son kept back
to replace him after losing him to bloat. The
VooDoo lineage is known for excellent feet,
performance and gentle dispositions. VooDoo
females are quickly rising to the top as some of
our best replacements. 69H’s dam is an embryo
bred cow out of the 502R Rebecca cow that has
had a huge impact on our breeding program.
608D is cherry red with a perfect udder and
excellent footed cow. The Red Mountain females
are always picked out on pasture tours. The
Osirus bull is out of the Fortune cow family that
is also known of excellent feet and udders. 69H
will easily be found sale day and will work on a
variety of programs.

Dam’s Sire :: KWA FLYF Red Mountain 16Z
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Here is a baldy made son of Osirus that will
catch your eye. He is long and smooth made
with a little extra frame to him. A performance
driven bull with really good weaning and
yearling EPD’s. His pedigree is stacked on both
sides with many notable sires. He has the great
Pepsi 61U cow on both sides of the pedigree.
The Dakota cow family is known for high milk
production and super dispositions while the
Fortune cow family is known for their perfect
udders and consistency in production.

Dam’s Sire :: Harvie JDF Wallbangerr 111X
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33H is out of the Mattie cow family, a cow family that is been in
production for many years at JayDawn. 664D his dam is a larger framed
female with a gentle disposition, this cow family all have excellent
udders. This bull ranks in the top 15% in the breed for both weaning and
yearling weights. This cow family always produces long smooth made
animals. This bull will add some performance and stretch to his calves
yet give you peace of mind at calving time.
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66H is the result of combining the black and fleck genetics. His dam
is a fullblood cow that is a big time producer with lots of milk and a
perfect udder. The Moxie cow family has been around for many years,
333A quietly goes about her business trouble free and brings in the heavy
weights in the fall. This mid February born bull is larger framed and
will add performance to his calves. Balanced EPD’s and performance
numbers right where they need to be.
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Many visitors pick out 70X the dam to 68H , she is moderate in structure
has a beautiful udder ( she is 11 years old this year ) and a ton of milk.
She has Panda markings on her face and a little extra chrome to make her
extra special. She has been an excellent producer for us with sons selling
to some of the Peace Countries top cattle herds. Brent & Cody Knickle
2019, Allan & Cindy Batt 2018 and Hodges Simmentals in 2013. 68H is
long smooth made that will work in just about any program.

JAYDAWN FARMS
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Another Osirus black baldy son that has little extra frame to him. Long
smooth made and free moving best describes 79H. 271Z is a daughter of
the great Wallbanger bull and stems back to the Sheila Ann cow family
that came from KimLake dispersal. Sons have sold to some excellent
cattle programs in the Peace Country, Dallas Fells 2016, J Lazy A Ranch
2018 and Aaron & Sara Collins in 2020.
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Here is and end of February bull that combines the black and fleck
genetics again. His dam is a big beautiful goggled eyed red fleck cow that
is out of the PRL Unlimited bull that we walked for several years before
he went to work for the Hedges. This cow has a perfect udder and is very
fertile, with really good feet. She has been a steller producers 2 daughters
in herd and with sons going to some of the best cattle operations in the
Peace Country, Cornelius Frose 2016, Melburn Holdings 2017, Ricky
Leger 2018 and Warkentin Land & Cattle 2020. This Black baldy is
moderate and stout, the more you study him the more you will like him.
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Here is the youngest bull on offer, another Osirus son that has developed
very nicely over the winter. He is moderate made, easy doing with a ton of
hair. Has a nice head and is smooth made. Comes from a really good cow
family with the grand dam still in production at JayDawn. This bull will
calve easy and give you good calves at weaning.

JAYDAWN FARMS

Here is a super dark red polled bull that is almost
black in color. He has been a favourite right
since birth. Super long made yet stout when
you get in behind him. This fullblood bull has
some performance and jam to him yet will calve
really well. We were lucky to have purchased
a semen pack on his sire when we did, that fall
it sold at public auction averaging $600 a dose
and now has limited availability. Darwin left us a
real nice set of calves in both the bull and heifer
pen. His dam is one of the farm favourites, she is
moderate made, colored right, really nice udder
and always brings in a top end calf. This bull will
leave you with excellent steers to take to town
and awesome replacement females.

Sire :: Sibelle Pol Darwin 21F
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Here is another son of the Darwin bull, this bull
is more moderate made than his brother previous
in this sale. 29H is very well put together and
very stout made. Natural thickness has been
something we having really been focusing on
with the polled fullbloods and Darwin provided
us with just that. We really like our Total Value
females as they have so much right about them
and will be around for the long haul. 29H and
8H both stem back to the KimLake 666S cow
so they are related on the dams side as well. 29H
dam is a very compact made cow with a nice
tidy udder with perfect teat size. 562C sold a
really good Imax son on her first try to a young
Simmental enthusiast Brett Mitchell in 2019,
and has a beautiful Blue Print 2 year old that
calved this January and 29H being her third calf
she is proving she can produce. Check this bull
out you will like him.

Dam’s Sire :: Starwest Total Value
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Super soggy made this deep sided Charolais bull
has a ton of middle to him. He was super hairy
at birth and looked just like a little polar bear.
Nicknamed Holiday he came a little early on
New Years eve and was real short gestation. This
bull started out at a moderate 90 lbs unassisted
and weaned off as one of our heavy weights. His
dam is smaller in stature but big on production.
406B stems from a cow family that has lots of
history at JayDawn and been around for many
years. Gentle dispositions, lots of milk and just
good honest cow family here. She laid down
and had a full brother this January that already
looks like him. 406B has a daughter in herd and
a son that sold in our 2019 sale to the prestigious
EY Bar Ranch that runs a topnotch commercial
program. This bull will work in any type of
program and will be very easy to find sale day.

Sire :: CJC Symbol B1067P
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Here is a performance driven bull that has been
a standout from day one. The Symbol cattle have
worked very well for us at JayDawn and now
we are calving out the first heifers, good mothers
lots of milk and good udders. Buckskin calves
still top the market and this bulls calves will
be right there. 143Y has always produced high
performance calves. She has a real good udder
with the brown pigment so if you are looking to
keep char replacement heifers 46H will also give
you that option as well. Maternal brother sold
in last years sale to one of the North Peace top
commercial programs the Rutz family.

Maternal Brother :: JDF 55G
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The combination of Symbol and the Fairytale cow family just plain
works, born easy tremendous performance and just flat out good cattle.
704E just a young embryo bred female is one of many sisters that we
got from the Fairytale Lanza flush years ago. Check out this guys birth
weight…just 88 lbs and a real good weaning weight. We have done this
mating many times and the results have always been the same. This guy
will give you performance made calves with lots of calving ease.
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Here is an easy doing son of Symbol and out of a tan SanDan female that
goes about her business quietly year after year. She has a good udder
and lots of milk. Symbol himself adds performance and hair to all his
progeny. This stout made son of Symbol will give you those calves that
perform well.
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Here is a son of Wizard and the 71W bull maker. She is a big volume
female that is a no miss when it comes to raising calves. Lots of milk,
never had her feet touched and just gets the job done. This bull has quite
a bit more stretch to him and is very long smooth made. This bull will
work excellent on a British base type cow herd and give you those nice
buckskin calves that you will be proud to take to town in the fall.
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Here is a stout made son of Wizard and a second calving Legend
daughter. We used Legend as a heifer bull and he sure calved easy for us.
This bull has calving ease built right into his pedigree and should calve
really well, nice small head and just a 85lb birthweight. If peace of mind
at calving and tan calves to take to market then look to this bull.
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Here is one of the last Columbus bulls to sell as he got injured part way
through breeding season in 2019. Columbus really worked well for
us, used on heifers the first year yet had enough performance that we
were able to use on the cow herd after that. Moderate birth weights and
excellent growth. 13H dam is a beautiful buckskin color female with a
real nice udder.
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Sired by one of our past high sellers that sold to the excellent program of
Landaker Charolais JDF Visa 29E and out of a young Lanza cow with
lots of milk. This bull has calving ease built right into his pedigree and is
adequate for performance. Smooth made with a ton of hair, he will calve
super easy and give you those nice buckskin calves.

JAYDAWN FARMS
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Here is the only DownTown son on offer this year. This polled bull is
super long and smooth made with a little extra frame. We are calving out
our first DownTown heifers this year and are super happy, really good
mothers with nice udders and lots of milk. This bull is out of 39W who is
a large volume female with perfect feet and a real nice udder. Percentage
of birth weight to cows weight would be very low here. She is a light
buckskin color and has been a good producer for us.
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28H is definitely the longest bull in the pen, he is super long and smooth
made. He has some extra frame and adequate thickness. Another last of
the Columbus sons to sell as he got hurt during breeding. The Columbus
calves were born super easy and had some performance to them. This
bull is out of a large volume tan female that has a real nice udder on her.
She is always a pasture favourite on tours. She has a son working in one
of the top commercial programs in the Peace Country Lee Stevenson and
has a daughter working in herd that is an outstanding young cow. This
bull will sire the right kind that will be in demand.
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Here is a line bred bull that has been a favourite all along. This pedigree
is stacked with calving ease, performance and maternal traits. 74H is just
an easy doing individual that is long smooth made with a ton of hair.
These Charolais bulls that have a ton of hair work really well on black
cows to give you those silver calves so highly sought after by the feedlots.
This bull will calve super easy and give you performance calves.
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Thank You to Our 2020 Buyers
Alan & Shelly Landaker
Darren Hawkes/ Danny Waluk
Joe Rode
Aaron & Sarah Collins
Alan & Shelly Landaker
Allan & Cindy Batt
Andrew Stewart
Balisky Farms
Batty’s Land & Livestock
Brent Knickle
Charolotte Collins
Clark Rycroft
Codan Livestock
Codesa Colony Farm & Co. Ltd
Cossette Farms
Dale Martinson
Dale Rutz
Darren Hawkes
Dave Wall

Dave Zacharias
Dean Erno
Dustin Pohl
Fern & Mike Ochran
Geoterra Investments
Hale Farms 901740 AB Ltd
HBCR Valley Farming Co. LTD
Jason Lange
Jassman Farms LTD
Jerald & Margaret Giesbrecht
Kelsey O’Connell
Ken Stark
Klassen Ranching
KSR Simmentals
Lakeroad Angus & Limousin
Latigo Trucking
Leitch Livestock Ltd
Lloyd Giesbrecht
Melbern Holdings

Neil & Therese Vance
Pat Stark
Peter Borgel
Raymond Callioux
Ricky Leger
Sheldon Blum
Sheldon Golnick
Simon Loewen
Soucy Livestock
Stewart Cattle Co
T & J Hamilton
Ten Bar Cattle
Tom Salmond
Warkentin Land & Cattle

Committed to Our Customers
The Northern Classic Bull Sale group has offered the following for all the sales that
we have hosted, and we continue them for our 18th Anniversary Sale in 2021!

PAYMENT PLAN

Half down sale day, the other half isn’t due until November 1, 2021.

MULTIPLE PURCHASE DISCOUNT

Volume discounts on three bulls purchased from JayDawn Farms or Willow Creek Simmentals triggers a
5% discount. Must be three bulls from one farm to trigger this discount.

FREE DELIVERY

We offer free delivery in the Peace Region. For other areas, we work with you at a shared cost to get the bull
closest to your doorstep as possible.

SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASE PROGRAM

Call to discuss your bull needs and to find a bull to fit your program with satisfaction guaranteed.
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TRADE SHOW

Enjoy tthe Peace County Agri Trade Show

WILLOW CREEK SIMMENTALS

Welcome from Willow Creek Simmentals
On behalf of everyone at Willow Creek I would like to welcome you to the 18th annual Northern Classic Bull sale. It’s no
secret that the past year has been a weird one. Covid 19 has seemed to take over everything in the world but if there’s one
thing that hasn’t changed that is that people have to eat and if anything has almost put a little more emphasis on the agriculture
industry. We know ourselves that the demand of people wanting to support local and buy local beef was as strong as ever.
For us, things haven’t really changed much besides maybe the odd little get away or night out in town. It’s been mostly business as usual around the farm. 2020 has maybe seen us come together a little more and be able to spend more time at the farm
with all of us there. It was really nice to have all of us boys around to complete a few new projects like the addition to our
machine shed and building our new calving barn. It really makes the family farm feel more special.
When it comes to cows many of you know that’s typically the topic of most conversations here. Between mom and Tiff, they
have made many comments saying “could you go longer then 5 minutes without talking about cows or hockey?”. Most likely
not LOL. Here at Willow Creek, we have really put a main emphasis on the cow herd and building a herd of cows that have
really strong foot structure and small tidy udders. Although there is always room for improvement, we feel that we have made
great strides and are confident in our cattle that the feet and udders will be strong. Our cow herd is easy doing and has to be
sound structurally for them to last around here as the majority of the cows spend the summer roaming the banks of the Simmonette River where they drink from the river and typically don’t have any corrals for treatment so they are kind of on their
own. You will notice we maybe lean more towards using more older proven bulls that have stood the test of time and we feel
this is what has really elevated our program forward. You will see a lot of Lotto influence and we are truly just starting to see
his impact as his daughters are getting into production and let me tell you they truly are the right kind with legit perfect udders
and solid feet. Every Lotto cow last year produced an above average calf and let me tell you this Popeye/Lotto cross coming
in the future is going to be dynamite. With the focus on the cows, we have made sure to select sires that produce maternally
but don’t sacrifice performance. Bulls like Red Whiskey, Cobra, Red Power have all stood the test and produce great momma
cows while still push down the scales when it comes to weaning time. This year features the first sire groups off our two impressive walking herd sires in MAF Popeye and MMWK Defender. Popeye is a grandson of the legendary Captain Morgan
and one of our all-time favorite cows in NUG Pashmenia who has been one of the greatest producing cows in the simmental
breed. The Popeye calves are impressive right from day 1, they come with below avg BW and above avg growth. We are
super excited to present this new sire group. Defender as many of you will remember was the 2019 high seller from this very
sale where the Kinnee family at Ten Bar Cattle purchased 1/2 interested for $12,000. He was the best Red Whiskey son to
date here and backed by one of the most productive cows. He has really added an element and ruggedness and easy fleshing
ability that really is what we look for in a performance sire. His calves were all at the very top in weights in all divisions here.
You are going to see a lot more of these two great herd sires in the future.
This year we have switched up our feeding program a bit where we put up a silage pit and have incorporated it into the feed
rations. We have worked with Country Junction Feeds to produce a high roughage diet to include their Right Way pellet
that we have used so successfully in the past. The Right Way ration is a starch free pellet that has really promoted lean muscle
mass, and improved rumen health, ensuring these bulls have the proper nutrients to go into any type of environment. The bulls
have adjusted well to this and we feel they look as good as they ever have and remained as fresh and athletic as we have had
in pen of bulls. They are grown out in a large field that promotes the, movement where they have to walk and travel for feed
and water. We feel this has really kept the bulls in the right shape to go right to work for their new owners.
We encourage anyone who has any interest to stop by the farm prior to the bull sale and tour the bulls in their natural environment. We will gladly show you the cow herd to ensure you know what kind of cow your next herd sire is coming from.
We feel this is by far the most consistent pen of bulls we’ve raised to date and features a few of our favorite individuals we
have ever raised. If you can’t make it to the farm, we look forward to seeing you March 12th at Evergreen Park. Please don’t
hesitate to call with any questions on this year’s offering and watch for videos on Cattlevids.
See you Sale Day!

Willow Creek Simmentals
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XX :: Springcr
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A few years ago we really wanted to add a Line
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LFE RED TICKET 340Z
LFE BLOOD RUSH 833A
				
LFE RRS PEARL 617U
sire LFE AMBER JACK 385E				
				
LFE SPRINGSTEEN 449Y
LFE
RS
SHEILA
152B
				
LFE RS SHEILA 72X
				
RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
				
NEVAS L93
dam SPRINGCREEK LISA 161X
				
PPSR ARMAGEDDON 25J
BUTE
MS
LISA
12L
				
GW MISS RED ALERT 712G
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reek Lisa 161X
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I would never had guessed last winter that these WS Proclamation sons
would look like this now. The gap between birth to weaning is truly
impressive. If you are an EPD this bull is as good as you will find in
almost any bull in the entire breed, truly curve bending. Pedigree wise hes
extremely intriguing as he combines the great calving ease of Proclamation
and Sheriff and the female making of Proclamation and Lotto. Thats a
pretty cool combo. Although 50H is shy on some ears he is not lacking any
thickness as he is one of the widest topped bulls in our pen. Also note his
grandam MAF 101C is one of our very favorite Black Lotto daughters. We
feel confident in the calving ease of these Proclamation sons and they are
surely to impress sale day.
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One of the deeper ribbed bulls this year and one that carry’s a little more extra style. We have really liked about these Proclamation
sons is that they all have nice sqaure feet and above average testicle size. Another one of these Proclamation x Lotto sons that will
surely calve easy and sire awesome daughters. We actually feel the Proclamation daughters are stronger then the bulls and we
really like these 4 sons so that’s saying something.
Sire :: WS Proclamation E202
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Moderate made and extra stout made is the way this WS Proclamation is built. All these WS Proclamation sons have small heads
and are smooth shouldered with extra neck extension. His dam 64F is one of the larger framed Lotto daughters in the herd and
has a beautiful udder with square feet. Her Popeye bull calf is the stud in the baby calf group so far and one we feel could be one
of the top feature bulls come next spring.
Grand Dam :: Twin Brae Licorice 443Y

WILLOW CREEK SIMMENTALS

Hollywood is without a doubt the soggiest made
and widest based bull in the pen and arguably
that we’ve raised. Right from an early age we
could tell that Hollywood would be special. He is
backed by the MRL 3420A donor who has been
flushed successfully producing 2 flushmates here
that are truly what we want in females. They
are near perfect udders, really stout and wide
made yet still very sound and functional. Both
are proving to be great milkers at a young age.
Hollywood is also a maternal sister to the COLB
Esquire heifer that topped Checkers a few years
back for $20,000. This is a bull that is super
sound in his makeup, moves out extremely well
and proud for a bull this masculine. We feel he is
what the cattle industry is all about. Hes worth
the drive to Grande Prairie March 12.
Willow Creek reserves the right to draw inherd Use semen.

Dam :: MRL Miss 3420A
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A true performance black blaze face bull that is
really stacked with cow power. We have really
raved about how good of a female producer
Lotto is but his bulls have quietly excelled with
some serious performance while staying really
sound in their makeup, stout made and large
testicled. 14G is backed by what might be the
high producing cow family at Willow Creek.
You will see more “Petula” females in the last
few years than any other cow family’s including
the dam of the $23,000 valued Defender bull.
Leewood Ranch has 6 sons of their “Petula”
donor cow leading off their bull sale. There is no
guess work here on the heaviest weaning bull in
this year’s pen.

Dam :: MMWK Miss 14W
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Anyone who toured the farm last spring quickly pointed out his full sister MMWK Syrup 58F who is a former $12,000 Checkers
high seller and donor cow for First Class Cattle marketing. 38H is the type of bull thats will add some frame and leave an
outstanding pen of replacement heifers. He has the thick Lotto haircoat that is made for these northern Alberta winters. His full
brother sold last year to Mike and Fern Ochrans good operation at High Prairie. It won’t be hard to find this bull sale day.
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Full Sister :: MMWK Syrup 58F
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These Cowboy Cut sons have always been crowd favorites. This extra hairy bull is moderate , thick topped and super soft made.
Cowboy Cut is more known for his female producing, and I would be lying if i said i wasn’t hoping for a heifer calf out of this
mating. We got this guy and I think the females he will sire will be extra special. His dam is none other then out MRL 3420A donor,
making him a maternal sib to the feature Hollywood bull and some of the super exciting young cows in our herd.
Dam :: MRL Miss 3420A
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This cherry red Capone son really models last years high selling red
Absolute son selling to Balisky Farms. This is a cool calving ease type
pedigree that includes MRL Capone, and Kuntz Sheriff. . He is smooth
made and light enough boned that could make him a solid option for
calving ease bull. El Capone stems from one of our tidiest uddered, solid
footed cow family’s. Lots of eye appeal here!

WILLOW CREEK SIMMENTALS

Two years ago we lost Lotto while we were at
our bull sale, this caused a mad panic to find
a replacement for him which led us to Meadow
Acres where we found Popeye. With Lotto coming
to us from the Meadow Acres crew, Kirsten
confidently said Popeye would compliment the
Lotto females extremely well. Popeye is backed
by one of there top cow family’s as his dam is a
donor cow at MAF. After seeing some pictures
and videos on her we were sold on Popeye. He
was a bull with the added performance we wanted
as he had a 1650lbs sale weight and measured an
impressive 46cm scrotal as a yearling. HE has
certainly passed this onto his sons as well. Popeye
was a breeding fool breeding 30+ cows his first
year and 50+ his second. Last spring we kicked
him out one day with 6 cows in heat and he settled
5 of them. Popeyes first calf crop has surpassed
our expectations by a landslide. When Popeye
stepped off the truck at our place he was one of
the stoutest hipped bulls we have seen. He has
certainly passed this on to all his calves. They came
extremely easy and he lowered birthweights while
adding performance. Popeye has an impressive
big square foot under him and so far looks like he
should improve the foot structure of his progeny.
We feel this Popeye sire group is as stout and thick
made of a sire group as we have raised. Look for
these Popeyes to add some impressive muscle
mass, a little extra bone, big square feet and a
ton of nice straight hair. Popeyes heifer calves all
show these same characteristics plus they are all
super sharp fronted with the look that they will
make awesome momma cows. Be sure to make
the trip to Grande Prairie March 12th to see this
impressive set of Popeye sons.

Reference
Sire

MAF

Popeye

3F

1235380 // MAF 3F // January 4, 2018 // Polled // Black
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4.1

5.3

73.1

114.2

26.4

1.3

63.0

				
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
				
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
sire MAF DRUNKEN SAILOR 266C				
				
PVF-BF BF26 BLACK JOKER
NUG
PASHMENIA
403P
				
NUG VIOLET243M
				
WHEATLAND BULL 131L
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
				
WHEATLAND LADY 351N
dam MADER TWISTED SISTER 25Y
				
TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137
JENI
BLACK
WHAMMY
1W
				
ROLLING KAREN 11K

Big time performance bull here! If you need
to add some frame, muscle and just overall
power to your calves then Big Papi is your
man. Everything about this bull is big, big
feet, big topped, larger boned. He is backed
by a really strong uddered, perfect footed cow
that is earning her keep. Last year’s son went
to Warkentin Land and Cattle. Her Lotto
daughter (dam of Lot 55) has an absolute TANK
of a Popeye son this year. This cow family just
works years after year. This guy is going to add
some serious size to his calf crop but leave very
predictable and functional females.

Dam :: Twin Brae Licorice 443Y
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Definitely a farm favorite in the Popeye sire group. He is super stylish
made bull that moves out with ease and carry’s himself very well. Strong
Arm is one of the biggest, squarest hipped bulls in the pen that has
added bone size. When you see 443H and 618H together in the pen you
really have to be impressed with the large frame size, length of body
and overall muscle shape. They are true black performance bulls that
we feel are going to be very popular come sale day. The dam of Strong
Arm is a moderate made black baldy cow we purchased from Hampton
Simmentals. She is a beautiful cow that has a really nice udder. She has
sent sons to Codesa Colony and Dale Martinson. Strong Arm will make
alot of friends sale day.
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If you need to add some muscle to your calf crop, look no further. 176H’s picture doesn’t lie, he looks just like that. Right from day
1 this guy has been a brick. As mom would say “hes as wide as he is tall’. Although he is a little smaller in frame he is still a favorite
among pen tours because he is so impressively stout. Popeye has also added large testicles to all his sons. His dam is a big barreled,
really ice uddered Surge daughter, who like all Surge daughters milks extremely well.
Dam :: MMWK Miss Resistol 176B
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Although this guy is the youngest bull in the sale you definitely won’t notice when touring the pen. This is one of the soggier made
Popeye sons that has an extremely big square foot under him. Last year his maternal brother was our best footed bull in the sale
that sold to Jason Lange. 406A is one of our very favorite black cows, she also raised a really good bull working that is working at
our good neighbors Lee and Margo Stevenson. 406H weighed an impressive 1180lbs when we did our yearling weights at just 10
months of age. Could you imagine if he was the same age as the rest??
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Theres not a lot we have to say
about this guy besides the fact
that his momma is none other
then MMWK 15A. Siblings
include the $23,000 valued
Defender
splitting
duties
between ourselves and the great
Ten Bar herd. Also the $11,000 Petula 16B to Leewood Ranch who is a donor for them where she produced there first 6 leadoff
bulls that will surely impress at their sale. 15A will be set up to flush this spring here as her production is second to none, plus she
herself is the ideal cow for us. 15H is a real cherry red baldy bull that is super deep ribbed with a heavy hair coat. Popeye and 15A
adds a ton of predictability to this bull, he will flat out just work.

Dam :: MMWK 15A
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A moderate birthweight red Popeye son that is wide based and has a nice
straight hair coat. He goes back to our highly productive Red Gal 256U
cow who has produced more top end herdsire’s in the Peace Country then
any other cow in our herd. The bull is a good footed bull that will be a
nice compliment to any herd. Not much guess work here coming from the
predictability of this cow family.
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One of the heavier muscled red bulls that came small with a mild 92lbs
birthweight then really grew to a nice 860lbs weaning weight. He is a line
bred bull to Popeyes great dam the Mader Twisted Sister cow. His dam
came out of the Meadow Acres program and has produced good for us
sending a nice bull a few years back to Gary and Wendy Smith up at Fort
Vermilion. Being sired by two balck parents he will not sire grey calves so
can be used on black cows. He will add some muscle shape.

WILLOW CREEK SIMMENTALS

Red blaze face bulls that are this good and homo
polled are few and far between. This red Popeye
son has been really stout from just a few days
old. He is really square hipped and wide topped
while still remaining very soft made. He may
be the best haired bull we have raised in a long
time. 14H like all the Popeyes has a very large,
square foot under him and travels out really
well. Backed by the highly productive Petula
cow family only adds to the predictability of this
feature herd sire. Check out the different twist
in pedigree with Captain Morgan, Broker and
680S in a red package. It won’t be hard to find
this guy sale day.

Dam :: MMWK Petula 14C
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The lone Red Whiskey son this year but again
one of the top red bulls. Red Whiskey is hands
down the best red bull ever used here. Year after
year his sons rise to the top of the bull pen and
his females are showing to be highly productive
cows. When you see 65H it may not look like it
but when we clipped bulls we really noticed how
incredible long he was, he filled up the chute. His
dam is one of our very best red cows, she has
2 Lotto daughters in the herd and boy do they
have nice udders. 65H is the type you want to
sire a pen full of steers.

Dam :: MMWK Miss RRed Gal 65B
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70

The highest performing red bull in the pen this year and one of the biggest
performance red bulls we have produced. He has a later birthdate but still
crossed the scale at 930lbs at weaning and was the heaviest at yearling weights
at 1410lbs. He is large framed, super long made and carry’s a ton of rib shape.
This will be the first son to sell from the Defender bull that we sold half interest
in that brought $12,000 to the Kinnee family at Ten Bar Cattle Co and who
just happened to be named the Alberta Simmental Association Commerical
Breeders of the year. Defender certainly passed all expectations in his first calf
crop and will certainly be used alot more this spring. 112H is backed by a good
footed, great uddered Fusion daughter that we are very high on. We have really
noticed the past few years how much more money the heavy steers are making
us, this guy is going to add pounds.
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We only had 4 Defender bulls born last spring, 2 horned and 2 Polled. Unfortunately we lost both polled calves last spring but
these two horned sons are exactly what the cattle industry needs. Defender sired cattle have a little more ruggedness to them
and are real deep bodied. Our two biggest thickest steer calves born in the commercial herd last year were both Defenders with
one weighing just shy of 900lbs on October 1. This bulls dam is a herdbull producer sending sons to Scarlett Livestock, Birch
Meadows Colony, Ruttan Land and Cattle and Sheldon Golnick.

Sire :: MMWK Defender 16F
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Its hard to find bulls any darker colored then this big framed Amber Jack son. 111H has always stood out with his color and
added size. He is a large framed, super long made bull that has large testicle development. His dam is one of our favorite young
Fusion daughters that has a near perfect udder, she is awesome footed and like her son is a larger framed cow. This guy will add
some pounds and be the type to cover a lot of cows.
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Dam :: Colb Jenny 111D
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PrairieCoast equipment is proud to support
NORTHERN CLASSIC CHAROLAIS &
SIMMENTAL BULL SALE
and the
PEACE COUNTRY BEEF INDUSTRY.

Grande Prairie
780-532-8402

Fairview
780-835-4440

La Crete
780-928-3337

Dawson Creek
250-782-4141

1-877-553-3373
PCEQUIP.CA

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Terms & Conditions
The terms of the sale are cash or chque payable at par at sale location unless satisfactory credit arrangements have been made prior
to the sale. The right of property shall not pass until after settlement is made. Bouchard Livestock Ltd reserves the right to require
a certified cheque as settlement before releasing the sale cattle. Should the purchaser fail to settle for their purchase, Bouchard
Livestock Ltd reserces full power to resell the animal to the bet advantage, either publicly or privately, without further notice. Any
loss arising from such resale, together with keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be
made with the clerks of the sale before any catttle will be released. The owners, Bouchard Livestock Ltd and sale staff have the right
to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record of default in payment and/ or who has not made prior credit arrangements
prior to the sale with the owners and/ or Sales Management.

BID

Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No
by-bidding will be permitted. Each animal will be sold to the
highest bidder.

DISPUTES

In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the
parties involved. If no further bid is made, the buyer will be the
person from whom the auctioneer accepted the last bid. The
auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be final.

PURCHASER’S RISK

Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Announcements from the auction block will take precedence
over printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore
cautioned to pay attention to any such announcements.

RIGHTS & OBLIGATIONS

The above terms and conditions of the sale shall constitute a
contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding
to both. Resale of animals following the purchase in this sale
shall constitute a seperate transaction and the rights and the
terms and conditions of the sale do not cover obligations of the
two parties connected thereto.

BOUCHARD LIVESTOCK LTD IS AGENT ONLY

It is clearly understood that Bouchard Livestock Ltd acts only as
agent between buyer and seller and is not in any way responsible
for any failure by either party to live up to his or her obligations
to collect or enforce collection of monies by either parties, and
in exceptional case, any legal action will be between buyer and
seller. Bouchard Livestock Ltd has no ownership of the facility
and assumes no responsibility for the operation of said facility.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY

The proper Registration or Recordation paper, as the case may
be, will be duly transferred and furnished to each buyer for each
animal after settlement has been made.

SHIPPING

Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale,
but Sale Management or Seller assumes no risk. Expenses
incurred arrer the responsibility of the purchaser. Purchasers
are requested to furnish shipping instruction when making
settlement.

GUARANTEE

All animals will carry standard breeding guarantee as specified
by the applicable Canadian Beef Association. At no time shall
the sellers liability exceed the purchased price of the animal.

EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE

In cases where the animal is subjected to any hormonal or
surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee
shall be null and void. In the cases of bulls, they are guaranteed
to breed naturally according to applicable Canadian Breed
Association guarantees, but no guarantee is given that semen
from any bull will freeze.
HEALTH
It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine health requirements
for importing any animal into this province or state. Bouchard
Livestock Ltd assumes no rresponsibility for the health status of
any animal in the sale.

ACCIDENTS
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Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safty and
comfort of buyers, neither the Sale Management, auctioneer,
or Association assumes any responsibility inn this mattter and
disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in the event of accident
or loss of property.

